
BENEFITS OF SCALE PROTECTION IN THESE APPLICATIONS 

NOSCALE Softeners not only prevents new scale formation, over time it helps break down existing scale, and because 

the NOSCALE Softener is installed where the water enters the home, virtually anything that comes into contact with 

water throughout the home will be protected from the effects of limescale build-up. 

 

Water Dispensers - Ice Makers – Dishwashers - Garbage Disposal Units - Coffee Makers & Kettles  - Espresso Machines 

Washing Machines - Steam Irons - Car Washing - Shower Heads - Taps and Valves – Toilets - Water Heaters -  

Irrigation Systems – Pumps - Water Pipes - Hot Water Radiators - Pressure Washers 

 

 

Bathrooms 

With NOSCALE Softeners cleaning the bathroom just got a lot easier! 

Green and white lime scale from hard water around faucets and shower heads are not appealing to look at and are really 

tough to clean without constantly investing in good calcium and limescale and rust cleaning products. That’s a lot of time 

and money that can be spent elsewhere. 

Chrome faucets and glass shower doors are a snap to clean without hard water stains and no more ugly ring around the 

toilet. What you can’t see is the direct adverse effect hard water scale has on faucet valve function and all the mechanical 

working parts inside the toilet tank. With NOSCALE Softeners protection you won’t need to have your plumber on speed 

dial.  

 

Quality kitchen appliances are a major investment and very expensive to repair. 

Your local appliance repair man won’t be happy to know you’ve installed a NOSCALE Softener because he won’t be 

visiting you very often. 

Hard water scale is like poison to kitchen appliances that come into contact with water. It corrodes and jams all the 

mechanical parts, valves and seals until they leak, don’t function efficiently or break down all together. The appliances 

will last a lot longer and much less repair will be required. Now that’s good return on investment! The additional major 

benefit of a water conditioner system like the NOSCALE Softener in the kitchen is that dishes and utensils come out of the 

dishwasher spotless and glasses sparkle without spots and milky scale residue. We recommend using Cascade Complete 

dishwasher detergent and Cascade Rinse Aid for best results. 

 

Laundry Room 

The money you can save heating your water will pay for your NOSCALE Softeners! 

NOSCALE Softeners water descaler protects your water heater from scale buildup on the heating elements which causes 

premature failure. This results in a substantial saving of electricity year after year. Water heats up much faster and hot 

water tanks lasts a lot longer, now that’s a win-win! 



Inside the washing machine all the moving parts in water such as the impeller and water pump are scale-free and last 

much longer. Less laundry detergent is needed and SCALESWEEPER is great for the environment. 

 

Pipes & Valves 

Opening a wall to fix a limescale-related pipe problem is no laughing matter! 

You start to notice diminishing water pressure but just can’t figure out what is causing the problem. The local plumber 

comes over and suggests a video inspection of your entire plumbing ecosystem. The good news is that he can see the 

problem and there’s major hard water scale buildup and scale corrosion inside the pipe. The bad news is the wall needs 

to be opened to access the pipe. Once you’re finished paying the plumber for destroying the wall and fixing the pipe you 

need to pay the carpenter, the plaster guy and the painter, at which point you’ll wish you had NOSCALE Softeners water 

conditioner protection. 

 


